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ABSTRACT
This chapter presents an automatic meteorological data mining system based on analyzing and mining heterogeneous remote sensed image datasets, with which it is possible to forecast potential rainstorms in advance. A two-phase data mining method employing machine learning techniques, including the C4.5 decision tree algorithm and dependency network analysis, is proposed, by which a group of derivation rules and a conceptual model for metrological environment factors are generated to assist the automatic weather forecasting task. Experimental results have shown that the system reduces the heavy workload of manual weather forecasting and provides meaningful interpretations to the forecasted results.

INTRODUCTION
Meteorological satellite data and images have been operationally utilized in weather services for more than 30 years. Since the inception of weather forecasting based on satellite remote sensed data, meteorologists have faced the challenge of using this tool to minimize the potential damage caused during adverse weather conditions by collecting and analyzing these images. Based on this analysis, responsible officers are able to take necessary action to minimize the potential damage caused by weather-related disasters. This is particularly significant and urgent for China, particularly for the Yangtze River Basin, which suffers from frequent flooding that endangers life, disrupts transportation and commerce and results in serious economic losses. For example, the unprecedented, severe flood in the Yangtze River Basin in 1998 resulted in the deaths of 4,150 people and damage to property of approximately 32 billion US dollars. Since almost all floods are caused by heavy rainfall, advance forecasting of these adverse weather conditions has been a key factor in attempts to mitigate casualties and damages caused by floods.
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Meanwhile, the study of “Mesoscale Convective Systems” (MCS) clouds, including the study of their life cycles, trajectories and evolvement trends, remains an important and challenging issue in meteorology, by which severe weather situations, or, “mesoscale weather events” are often caused, such as strong winds, heavy rain falls, thunderstorms and hurricanes (Houze & Smull, 1990; Li & Plale, 2008).

In China, the MCS clouds over the Tibetan Plateau have recently been revealed to be the major factor in some disastrous weather phenomena occurring in the Yangtze River Basin. Meteorological observations have already shown that the eastward evolvement trends of MCS clouds over the Tibetan Plateau is the crucial factor leading to heavy rain falls in the Yangtze River Basin, which may be the direct cause of severe floods in Southern China (Jiang & Fan, 2002). Therefore, it is vital that we discover the evolvement trends of MCS over the Tibetan Plateau from the available meteorological satellite data (such as the meteorological environment parameters including temperature, wind divergence and water vapor flux divergence) and image collections, in order to effectively and efficiently predict and evaluate the potential occurrences of heavy rainstorms. The hidden correlations between the satellite data and the eastward evolvement trends of MCS clouds may then be discovered and revealed from similar historical remote sensed scenarios, if accurate data analysis and mining can be made. Most importantly, the meteorological environment factors causing eastward evolvement trends of MCS clouds can also be effectively modeled and explained, through which we may be able to forecast the future eastward evolvement trends of MCS clouds and subsequently locate and forecast potential heavy rainstorms.

Unfortunately, meteorologists still performed tracking, characterization and analysis tasks of MCS manually on most occasions. This so-called “expert-eye-scanning” tracking technique is both time and labour intensive, as expert meteorologists work to identify the movement trajectories and evolvement trends of MCS from the satellite remote sensed images (Arnaud & Desbios, 1992). Further, the quantity of satellite image data is so huge that this method is inadequate for the task of tracking MCSs in wide ranges and over long periods, despite its relatively high accuracy. It is too time-consuming, too ineffective, and the observation results are often unstable and vary between experts, which decreases the reliability and practicability of heavy rainfall forecasting. On the other hand, satellite remote sensed data used for this purpose have heterogeneous characteristics due to different data types, sensor properties and satellite specifications. Some data are infrared remote sensed images and the others are numeric observed or predicted data, describing different environmental properties of the activities of MCS clouds. Not only are the currently available data of different data types, but they also differ considerably in data quality, spatial resolution and temporal granularity. Since they have different spatial and temporal resolutions, it is necessary to model seamless integration of heterogeneous satellite data before MCS cloud analysis and mining is carried out.

To address the above issues, this chapter aims at presenting an automatic meteorological data mining approach based on analyzing and mining heterogeneous remote sensed image datasets, with which it is possible to forecast potential rainstorms in advance. Firstly, automatic MCS cloud detection and tracking methods are proposed to identify the geo-referenced cloud objects in satellite remote sensed images. Next, a data integration modeling mechanism is designed to extract meaningful properties of those detected clouds, by integrating the heterogeneous image data and observed data into a unified view. Finally, based on the integrated global data schema, a two-phase data mining method employing machine learning techniques, the C4.5 decision tree algorithm and dependency network analysis, is proposed to analyze and forecast the meteorological activities.
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